SAKTHI FOUNDATION - Uni5 CAC
Uni5 RAMAYANAM - 6.What can scriptures can do for you?
As we saw in the previous chapter's last passage we learn about our-self through others. People all
over the world do the same. Let us listen to Valmeki what can a good literary scripture can do for
you?
* Scriptures will transform our mind by making us to think about our own problems.
* Scriptures make us to transform our ignorance which is main cause for all sins.
* They show us various sample studies from various people's life about the issues which we face
today.
* They indirectly make our self to take a decision for our own problems [self-counseling]
* The great scriptures rendered by great men [poets, saints] with true awareness. Their words are
very energetic and they increase the mind power and SAL Energy.
* Scriptures can show you how to overcome problems in all 3 levels [body-mind-intelligence]. Same
time they also assists us in improving the quality of the 3 levels of life.
* They make our mind to relax, settle and make our time useful.
* Our time and energy will be directed to good reading, understanding, sharing, writing and analyzing.
By this mind is free from many causes of problems.
* Scriptures helps a man who has lost faith in living because of his sins to regain his positive energy.
* By listening the discourses mind is much involved in analytical thinking and tamed from wandering
with unwanted thoughts.
* They help us to understand the meaning for living and make us to perform good deeds in personal
and public life.
* They remove our previous birth's sings by making us to be aware about cause for sins and
self-correction.
* They improve our information knowledge, general knowledge about various disciplines, language
and culture.
* They enrich our good communication skills with good energetic wordings.
* They can clarify much confusion about death. They assist us to start thinking about freedom
[salvation].
* Like imitating a hero we need to follow [not imitate] the characters of great literatures with good
aspects. They stand us role models for both positive and negative phase of life.
* We can realize the truth within the self and connect with the universal pattern.
* The concept of ''God'' will be cleared.Sri Rama Jeyam!

